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Abstract. To improve the sampling frequency of water diversion to distributary canals and to
improve equity of distribution and data handling we have developed a smart electronic water
meter based on ultrasonic sensors and GPRS modem to frequently record and transmit the
water diversion data to a centralized server. The server processes the data to extract useful
information for example seasonal cumulative water deliveries and discharge time series. The
Wireless Sensor Node (WSN) inspired design is extremely low-power, field deployable and
scalable with respect to cost and numbers. This paper, reports the first steps towards practical
realization of a smart water grid in the Indus river basin, conceptualized by the authors in previous theoretical studies.

1 Introduction
The Indus River Basin in Pakistan has the world’s largest contiguous irrigation network, running over 90,000 Km of watercourses and around 25 million acre irrigated
area, the overall irrigation infrastructure accounts for approximately US$ 300 billion.
Such a large system cannot be managed with high efficiency without using unprecedented levels of automation and usage of decision support systems [1],[3],[13]. Quite
contrary, most of the operation is manual which combined with poor management
practices have contributed towards acute problems of water scarcity and distribution
inequity. See [2] and [6] for an overview of such problems. Therefore, there is a great
need to contribute towards agricultural development in Pakistan through the efficient
management of surface water in canal networks to enhance food security, reduce poverty and adapt to uncertainties brought about by climate change.
Future irrigation networks as described by [4] and other leading researchers,
represent a prime example of cyber physical systems (CPS), i.e. physical infrastructures coupled tightly with distributed networks of sensing, computing and control
structures. See [7],[12] and [15] for a discussion on CPS. In the context of Indus river
basin, the LUMS affiliated authors have conducted a series of theoretical studies to
determine the feasibility of a fully automated CPS, envisioned as a smart water grid
for Pakistan. See [9] and [11] as examples of such case studies. Encouraged by these
studies, the group has come into several partnerships in recent years with government
1
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and non-ggovernment organizations
o
to translate thhe theory into
o practical sysstems. The
IWMI afffiliated authors of this stud
dy have simillarly been argguing for suchh automations in thhe context of wider governance issues reelated to particcipatory irrigaation management, enforcement of water rightts and accounttability.

s
for paansal nawisi by
b Punjab
Figure 1(a): Exampless of manual gaauge readout settings
Irrigationn Departmentt in Hakra Braanch, Bahawallnagar. The water levels aree converted to flow using
u
a rating
g curve derivedd from channeel geometry.
T paper focuses on autoomating the hourly-to-daily
This
y measuremen
nt of canal
water disscharges (pinssal nawisi) in the network (See Figure 1(a)).
1
This is one
o of the
most critiical requiremeents of autom
mation in the Indus
I
basin duue to the folloowing reasons. Firsst, the scale of
o such measu
urements, eveen at a local canal
c
comman
nd is very
large. The scale enorm
mity when com
mbined with thhe manual nature of daily fllow measurements poses obviouus logistical problems
p
in data collection
n, disseminatioon and interpretatio
on. Second, thhe fidelity of manual
m
measuurements is qu
uestionable duue to deteriorating infrastructuree and human factors
f
in gauuge reading. Third,
T
there is a need to
give nearr real-time piccture to basinn managers (thhe provincial irrigation dep
partments,
area wateer boards, farrmer organizaations) to perfform situationn assessment and planning, resoolve conflictss, ensure transsparency and maintain equ
uity amongst users.
u
The
manual operation
o
allow
ws no quicker than daily uppdates. Fourth,, automation can
c enable
other opeerations and services
s
that are
a not yet feeasible such as
a volumetric metering,
demand based
b
deliverry, detection of leakages and non-techhnical losses, structural
health mo
onitoring, re-pplanning undeer changing sccenarios etc. Lastly, autom
mated flow
measurem
ments will be the first step towards instaalling even hiigher levels of
o automation such as controlled gates and oth
her active strucctures.
K
Keeping
in mind
m
these mootivations, wee have develo
oped a fully functional,
f
field deplloyable, standd alone and weeather proof canal
c
flow meeasurement sy
ystem. The
design is inspired from
m wireless sennsor network (WSN)
(
technoology and most suitable
for installation on brannch canals and
d distributariees at irrigation
n canal netwo
orks of the
Indus riveer basin. At thhe time of writting, 24 nodess are being insstalled by the authors in
Bahawalnnagar, Punjabb in the Hakraa canal comm
mand area off the
t River Suttlej. A full
analysis of
o the networkked sensing sy
ystem with daata analysis annd interpretation will be
reported after testing the
t system forr the upcominng Rabi and Kharif
K
seasonss. This pan
brief
per mostlly reports the developmentt of electroniccs for the wireeless sensor node,
descriptioons of the softtware backbonne and supporrting civil infraastructure.
A high level diagram
d
of thee proposed auutomation is shown in Figu
ure 1(b). A
stilling well
w is construucted in close proximity to the canal. At the top of th
he stilling
well is innstalled a batteery powered wireless
w
sensoor node that saamples the levvel of water using the principle of ultrasonic distance meaasurement. Th
he measured water
w
level
is time-sttamped and then
t
transmittted to a centtral office at regular intervvals using

GPRS/GS
SM based serrvices. Here, a computer server receivees the raw water
w
level
data, calibbrate them, coonvert them in
nto discharge (in cubic feet per second, cfs) using
a predefin
ned rating currve and then file them in a database. Suubsequently, the
t data is
made avaailable for disssemination inn the form of graphs, time series and text
t
using
various sttandard web and
a mobile baased services.

Figure 1(b): System data flow
f
diagram.
The contributiions of this arrticle are as foollows. Firstly
T
y, we achieve extremely
low-poweer battery pow
wered design
n providing a practical com
mpromise bettween two
extremes: A direct AC
C mains powerred system whhich is infeasiible at remotee locations
and a sollar-powered system which is difficult too secure physically and addds significantly to the cost. Ourr design guaraantees a long-llife completelly battery pow
wered system onlyy requiring low
w-cost annuall battery replacement. Seccondly, we su
uccessfully
demonstrrated usage off maintenancee-free ultrasouund based sensing instead of
o conventional meechanical floaats or pressuree transducers. We have seelected extrem
mely accurate, weaather proof annd narrow beeam sensors to
t overcome installation difficulties
d
within a stilling well. We have takken care to compensate
c
foor changes inn speed of
i that we
sound in weather expoosed conditionns. Thirdly, thhe unit is fieldd deployable in
have packaged, tested and calibrateed the sensor for all extrem
me conditionss. Though
ouched in this article, real-w
world deploym
ment challengees have been systematis
briefly to
cally tack
kled in softwaare and civil innfrastructure, making our system
s
much more
m
than
a laboratoory prototype..

2 Wireless Sensor
S
Nod
de Design
In thiss section, we will
w mainly foocus on Wirelless Sensor Node
N
(WSN) (S
See figure
2(b)). It consists
c
of an ultrasonic ran
nge finder as the main senssor for measurring water
level andd flow. It also has capabilitiies to interface to auxiliary
y sensors suchh as a temperature sensor
s
immersed into the water
w
to calcullate its temperrature. In the future, we
are plannning to add otther sensors too measure thee turbidity andd salinity of water.
w
The
system iss operated witth 3.6V, 14000mAH batteriies with surgee current capaabilities. It
also has a temperature sensor immeersed into the water and callculates the tem
mperature
of the waater. The WSN
N calculates th
he water level in the canal and
a sends the data
d to the

server thrrough GPRS/GSM at a preedefined but cconfigurable interval.
i
Pleasse refer to
the block
k diagram show
wn in Figure 2(a). The detaails of each im
mportant compponent are
given bellow.

d
of Wireless Sensorr Node.
Figuree 2(a): Block diagram

Figure 2(b):
2
Photograaphs of the deeveloped Smarrt Water Meteer.
2.1

Ulltra Sonic Sen
nsor

The Maxbotix
M
MB77380 Ultra So
onic Sensor [88] is a cost-efffective solutio
on for applicationss where preciision range-finnding, low vooltage operatiion, space savving, lowcost and IP67 weather resistance ratting is neededd. Each time the sensor takes a range
i calibrates itsself. The senssor then uses this
t data to rannge objects. This
T sensor
reading, it
line featuures 1-mm reesolution, targget-size and operating-volltage compensation for
improvedd accuracy andd internal speeed-of-sound teemperature coompensation. To
T correct
power rellated noise isssues we addedd a 100uF cappacitor at the sensor between the V+
and GND
D pins. The sppeed of soundd in air increasses about 0.6 meters per seecond, per
degree ceentigrade. If the
t temperatu
ure, humidity,, or applied voltage
v
changges during
sensor opperation, the sensor
s
will appply necessaryy temperature and voltage compensac
tions. Altthough the MB
B7380 has an internal tempperature sensor; for best acccuracy, we
used the optional
o
exterrnal temperatuure sensor MB
B7955 which is
i detected automatically and compensations are
a applied for temperature variations in acoustic ranging path.
b
pattern. Beam patternn is a 2D reprresentation
MB7380 sensor hass a calibrated beam
o the sensorr. The beam pattern
p
is actuually shaped like a 3D
of the deetection area of
cone. Beaam pattern is used for a specific target aat any given distance
d
to callculate the
beam ang
gle for that tarrget at the speecific distancee. Generally, for
f shorter disstances we
need narrrower beam angle.
a
Our exppected distancce to be meassured is 1-2 meters.
m
So
the cone does
d
not interrfere with the walls
w
of the sttilling well.

2.2

M
Microcontrolle
er

Microcchip’s PIC18F
F26K20 flash microcontrolller with extrem
me low powerr (XLP) is
used in our
o embeddedd design. It is featured withh up to 64 kb
bytes of linearr program
memory addressing, 1024 bytes of EEPROM daata and up to 3936 bytes linear data
E
data sam
mple is time stamped which
h makes it 8 bytes
b
long.
memory addressing. Each
M and the remaaining 500
We save the most receent 110 recordds in non-volattile EEPROM
m
intervaals, so we
records inn the volatile SRAM. We take the sampple after 30 minutes
have a tootal of 48 recoords daily. Th
hus, with this much memorry we can savve 12 days
data in caase of GPRS/G
GSM transmisssion problem
ms.
2.3

GP
PRS/GSM Module
M

We used
u
SIMCO
OM SIM900D
D Version 1.03
1
for GPR
RS/GSM traansactions.
SIM900D
D [14] is a quuad-band GPR
RS/GSM engiine that workss on GSM freequencies.
The moduule is integratted with the TCP/IP
T
protoccol; extended TCP/IP AT commands
c
are develloped for reliaable data transsfer applicatioons. The moddule has GPRS
S data and
transfer of
o 42.8 kbps. The manufactturer claims thhe module to be working from
f
3.1V
to 4.8V, but
b practicallyy we found th
hat the module is not gettin
ng itself registtered with
the netwo
ork below 3.4V
V.
2.4

Ex
xtreme Low Power
P
Design
n

As ouur application require proloonged standalone operationn. We are plaanning our
system too last for up too 5 to 10 yearrs, while runnning from a siingle battery. To enable
applicatioons like thesee, we selected products withh Microchip’ss nanoWatt XLP
X Technology, offering
o
the loowest currentss for run and sleep. We wo
orked to desiggn the system such that it does not
n require anyy maintenancee over the lifespan of the appplication.
g 98% of its time in sleep. We are pow
wering the
The desiggned hardwarre is spending
circuitry with 3.6V, 14,000mAH Lithium
L
Thionnyl Chloride Batteries.
B
Figure 2.4(a)
shows typpical dischargge characterisstics at variouus current leveels. A 100µF low ESR
tantalum capacitor is placed
p
across the battery, which
w
causes the
t current sp
pike of 1-2
d
transmiission burst to
o smooth dow
wn to 200Amperes (few millisecconds wide) during
300mA (2 to 3 secondds wide). We cannot run itt with normal Lithium Ion Cells, because theey have lower surge currentss.

Figurre 2.4(a): Batttery Dischargee Characteristtics[5]

GSM/G
GPRS transacctions consum
me most of thhe battery pow
wer. We turn the GSM
module off
o after everyy transaction which takes 30uA at shuutdown mode.. Also the
sensors are turned on only
o
at sampliing time. In thhis section, wee will highlighht the various extreeme low-power control feattures of an em
mbedded micrrocontroller. The
T microcontrollerr might have nothing
n
else to
t do until thee peripheral coollects a certain amount
of samplees. Therefore,, the microconntroller enterss "sleep" in between
b
each data sample. We evaluated
e
the time×currentt elements of the energy eqquation and determined
d
best optio
on is to operatte the MCU foor longer at loow frequency, because the MCU
M
is in
running mode
m
during transaction for
fo most of thhe time. Duriing that time the GSM
needs som
me delays to get
g registered with
w the netw
work.
F
Figure
2.4(c) shows curreent consumedd for a singlee GPRS transsaction. It
would bee worth mentiioning here th
hat currents coonsumed duriing GPRS traansactions,
varies greeatly with RF
F signal streng
gth. At low siignal level WSN will consu
ume more
current during
d
the trannsmission burst (See Figuree 2.4(d)). Wh
hile the GSM module is
shut dow
wn for about one hour it takkes 1-2 mA cuurrent. The seensors are on for only 2
seconds and
a take not more
m
than 2m
mA current, soo we are ignoring those currrents and
only conssider currents consumed byy GSM part of
o WSN. The graph specifiees that the
GSM mo
odule turns on at 7th second
d and after doiing the transacction turns offf after 100
seconds. At 16th seconnd WSN regissters itself witth the GSM neetwork. For thhe next 40
i waits for ann incoming teext message. A
At 65th seconnd the system brings up
seconds it
wireless connection
c
wiith GPRS. Affter 74 secondds, WSN startss up a TCP co
onnection.
It makes two tries to get
g connectedd. At 85th secoond it sends the
t data succeessfully. It
wn the GSM part. Curwaits for an incoming data from thee server and tthen shuts dow
F26K20 (at 2..9V) in varioous modes
rents connsumed by thhe microcontrroller PIC18F
boast sleeep currents beelow 100 nA, Watch-dog Timer
T
down to
o 1μA and Ruun-currents
down to 100 μA/MHzz. This essenttially means that
t
the GSM
M module shou
uld be the
us of our desiggn from the po
oint of view of
o power consu
umption.
main focu
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Figuure 2.4(b): Cuurrent vs. timee plot for one transmission
t
cycle
c
(~one hoour).
At sleeep mode, WSN consumes 0.5-0.6 mA of
o current. Lett us integrate the curve
shown inn figure 2.4 (b)) for an hour interval. We are
a using two batteries in parallel,
p
so
we have a total of 28A
AH charge.
. t = 6077
6
= 6.077
b
b.
=
. ∑
Thus exppected battery life = (28*600*60)/6.077=16,587Hours=
= 691 days. Please
P
find
the below
w results for burst transmiission during various signnal strength. The
T signal
strength was
w varied by placing condductor materialls around WSN. In each of the below
results th
he current sam
mples are takenn at 0.5 seconnds interval. The
T below ressults show

that at sttrong signal strength,
s
WSN
N consumes low
l
current during
d
the traansmission
burst.
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2.5

Hardware Encclosure

Thee electronic Ciircuitry is protected againstt the environm
mental factors with IP67
(dust tigh
ht and proteccted against immersion) Inngress Protecttion standards die cast
Aluminum
m Box of 1800mmx80mmx
x60mm. Die cast
c Aluminum
m is selected because
b
it
is not corroded even if
i immersed in
i water. It has
h the capabiility to withsttand harsh
mental conditioons. The moiisture and dusst cannot enteer inside the electronic
environm
circuitry. If the devicee is immersed into the wateer in case of flooding,
fl
the electronics
e
G
s
signals
do nott work properrly inside a metal
m
houswill be protected. As GSM/GPRS
a provided for
f antenna, tw
wo external tem
mperature
ing. Fourr IP67 standardd connectors are
sensors (eenvironment and
a water) andd turbidity sennsor in the futture. The connnectors are
made of ABS
A plastic annd are corrosiion free with a special seal filled
f
inside.
RoHS (Restriction of
o Hazardous Substances) Directive
D
esseentially states that electrical and
d electronic products
p
put on
o the markett shall not coontain Lead, Cadmium,
C
Mercury, Hexavalent Chromium, Poly
P
brominaated biphenylss and Poly brrominated
i the design fulfill the
diphenyleethers. All coomponents andd packing maaterials used in
requiremeent of RoHS.
2.6

Reeal Time Clock

Implem
mentation of Real
R Time Clock (RTC) was
w necessary for Smart Waater Meter
to put a tiime stamp whhile take the reeading. Dallass DS1302 wass selected for its ease of

availability and reliability. It consumes less than 500nA in battery backup and is operated with separate 3.3V 40mAH cell.
Thus, RTC cell backup time= (40mAH/500nA=80,000 hours=9 years). The RTC
time can be checked and reset remotely from server side. RTC counts seconds,
minutes, hours, date of the month, month, day of the week, and year with leap-year
compensation valid up to 2100. It has three wire SPI interface and 8-pin SOIC package is used in our embedded design.
2.7

Design Problems and their Solutions

Since Wireless Sensor Node is likely to be installed at locations with limited
GSM/GPRS coverage. It is provided with an external antenna mounted at highest
point inside the Stilling well. The device sends data on GPRS and in case of low RF
signals it will initiate and SMS to the server, as SMS requires less signal strength.
Being operated from 3.6V battery, we are quite close to the minimum voltage ratings of SIM900D i.e., 3.4V.The copper traces from battery to the GSM module are
3.2 mm wide in the PCB design to reduce the voltage drop for situations, where the
circuit consumes high currents like 1-2A during transmission burst. Note that
=(
∗
ℎ
)/
. Also, wide tracks sink heat to
the environment instantly. Narrow tracks result in high energy dissipation, which
further increases the resistance in the absence of heat sink. Thus for best performance
during transmission bursts we need to reduce the length of wire as well as widen copper traces on PCB from battery terminal to the GSM module. To appreciate the importance of this, note that SIM900D does not work below 3.4V. At high currents the
voltage across the battery terminal decreases due to the internal resistance of the battery as shown in the Figure 2.4(a) above. If the resistance from battery terminal to the
GSM module is 0.3 Ohm and we have a transmission burst of say 1.0A, then voltage
drop across the wire, =
= 1 ∗ .3 = 0.3 .So voltage at SIM900D will be 3.6V0.3V=3.3V and will be powered down due to these drops.
The GSM part of WSN is protected against electro static discharge (ESD) with
SMF05C, a 5 line transient voltage suppressor array, having a peak power dissipation
of 100W (8 x 20 µS waveform) [10]. It has ESD rating of class 3B (exceeding 8 kV)
per human body model and Class C (exceeding 400 V) per machine Model. Human
body interaction with the circuitry is possible during SIM replacement. During assembling, we have ensured proper handling against electrostatic discharge. Anti-static
Wrist Straps, are used to prevent ESD by safely grounding the technician working
with electronic equipment. It consists of a band of fabric with fine conductive fibers
woven into it.
2.8

Wireless Sensor Node Budget

The cost breakdown of the wireless sensor node has been given below from current
list prices. Note, mainly that the absence of the solar panels have significantly reduced
the unit price. Moreover, the maintenance is only annual replacement of batteries. We

believe that this (low) cost has made the deployment of these units feasible at practical scales of deployment. See table 2.8 below for budgeting details.
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5

ITEM
MB7380 with temperature Sensor
SIM900D
Batteries
Die cast Aluminum Enclosure
Miscellaneous parts
Total

PRICE (USD)
114
20
16
26
14
$190 / PKR. 19,000

Table 2.8: WSN Budget

3 Software Design
3.1

Working

The WSNs installed at different canals send Water level readings on server. After
the server receives the strings of data, it processes the data string and extracts the
required parameters i.e., date, time, temperature, and level readings. These readings
are then stored in the database with their respective date and time, which are then
used to compute the seasonal cumulative water deliveries and discharge in average
cubic feet per second (cfs). The data is displayed as CSV files with graphs depicting
seasonal and yearly variations on a website. The whole software design consists of
Server and Client side designs.
3.2

Server-Side Software design

The Server side design comprises of Web Server, Server-side script, Operating
System and a Database for storing the required data. Our choice for Server is the Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS). We are using Microsoft server-side Web
application framework (ASP.NET). For Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS), we are using Microsoft SQL in web applications. The server is running on
the Microsoft Window Server 2008 R2 Operating System.
The important aspects of the software design include:
1. Security. Common types of software flaws that lead to vulnerabilities include: SQL injection, Cross-site scripting and some others. MSSQL and Asp.net
provides sufficient extensions and options to avoid such type of vulnerabilities.
2. Replication and Back Up. Replication of MSSQL database can be a solution to various problems like Scale-out problems, Data Security, Analytics, Longdistance data distribution and the Backup taken from slaves rather than from master, which result in no load on the production Master machine for this task. If the
Slave node is down, this is not a problem since replication is performed asynchronously and when the Slave Node is up and Live after a downtime, it continues replication from the point it has been paused.

3.3

Cllient-Side Sofftware Design
n

The deesign of the website
w
is quitte user-friendlly and it provvides users with an ease
to check out the canall readings with the seasonnal water discharge per uniit area for
See figure
different canals with other parameeters like turrbidity and teemperature (S
T website iss designed usinng the Hyperttext markup laanguage (HTM
ML), Cas3.3(a)). The
caded styyle sheet (CSS
S) for displayinng and stylingg web pages. JavaScript,
J
a commonly
c
implemennted as a partt of a web browser, is used to create ennhanced user interfaces
and addittion of some other
o
featuress like Google map for show
wing the locattion of all
the canalss, drop down menu lists etcc. Comma Sepparated Valuees (CSV) files is used to
display thhe level readinngs. CSV filees are practicaal for importin
ng level readings into a
spreadsheeet programs like
l
MS Exceel. Figure 3.3(bb) shows a pllot of the received readings from
m a test site (S
See Figure 4.1) over 19 houurs, sampled at
a 10 minutes and transmitted froom WSN at ann interval of 1 hour.

Figgure 3.3(a): W
Website User Innterface for acccessing the canal
c
Informattion

Readings
in mms
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Figure 3.3
3(b): Water leevel measurem
ments from stilling well at a test site with
h a small
controlledd leakage for 19 hours

4 Stilling Well
W and Civvil Infrastructure
To protecct WSN againnst harsh outdooor environm
ment and to proovide a relativvely stable
water surrface to be reaad by the ultraasonic sensorr we have desiigned the infrrastructure
to achiev
ve these objecttives. In hydrraulic engineering this typee of structure is
i called a
stilling well
w (See figurre 4.1) which necessarily coonsists a conccrete lined box
x installed
on either side of a chaannel and is hydraulically
h
connected to
o the channel through a
c
wall is composed of a square steel grid imm
mersed in a
conduit. A reinforced concrete
dielectricc slab (concreete). This stru
ucture offers a resonant beh
havior when the signal
reaches thhe wall and, due
d to this ph
henomenon, ann FSS (Frequeency Selectivee Surface)
reflector appears. FSS
S reflector maay act as bannd stop filter for GSM freequencies.
Thus, steeel reinforcemeent is avoidedd in the civil sttructure.

Figure 4.1(a): Cross seection of stillinng well acrosss canal.

Figure 4.1(b): Instrumeent installationns, alignment and leveling. (c): Installedd Unit
portant matterss. Pre-cast
While designing thee stilling well, we considereed several imp
segmentss were used inn construction to achieve unniformity and cost effectiveeness. The
stilling well
w is wide ennough that it could
c
not interrfere with thee cone of ultraasonic signal and to
o enable persoonal access too its base for annual
a
cleanin
ng. An arrangement has
been mad
de for levelingg the WSN; with
w nuts on thhe side wall we
w can align the
t instrument prooperly. WSN is installed on
o a metal fraame. The stillling well is assembled
a
strong ennough to bear the harsh ouut door environment; thereffore it is consstructed of
high strenngth PCC conncrete. The strructure is connstructed in seegments of 1 foot
f
to facilitate handling
h
and transportationn. The segments are joinned together with
w
high
strength 2-part
2
thixotroopic epoxy addhesive to elim
minate seepage and to proviide significant strenngth while in tension from lateral force.

5 Conclusioons
A low-poower water discharge
d
meaasurement hass been develooped which iss suitable,
affordable and ready for
f wide-scalee deploymentss in irrigationn canal netwo
orks of the

Indus river basin. GSM/GPRS based transmission is chosen as a suitable technology
for communication whereas ultrasound based ranging is found suitable for sensing
water levels. Power requirements, packaging, installation and system integration issues have been addressed and resolved.
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